
Kaddas Enterprises Launches Partnership with 
Tice & Associates to Strengthen Power 

Infrastructure and Ecosystems in Southeastern 
US 

 

Partnership brings together two women-owned businesses uniquely positioned in the 
electrical power industry to support communities and protect animal populations  

SALT LAKE CITY (April 4, 2022)—Kaddas Enterprises, a global leader in thermoform 
manufacturing solutions that protect power infrastructure, communities, and ecosystems, today 
announced a partnership with Tice & Associates to expand access to the company’s industry 
leading materials throughout the Southeastern United States. This partnership brings together 
two of the electrical power industry’s leading executives, both of whom lead women-owned 
businesses (WOB), to bring Kaddas’ proven solutions for protecting power grids and preserving 
animal populations to communities throughout the region.  

“This partnership is not about expanding a footprint or distribution area—it’s about strategically 
aligning with a powerful leadership team that can help us fulfill our mission of protecting the 
power and life that makes communities thrive,” said Natalie Kaddas, CEO of Kaddas 
Enterprises. “By working together throughout this region to strengthen communities and 
ecosystems, this partnership will show the opportunities that thermoformed technology brings to 
businesses and conservation, and the impact that strong female leadership can have in the 
energy industry.” 

Each year, an estimated $1 billion is lost due to power outages, 20% of which are caused by 
animal interactions with equipment. These incidents also have devastating impacts on animal 
populations and ecosystems all over the world. Kaddas’ thermoformed parts and pole line 
hardware simultaneously protect power infrastructure and preserve animal life by preventing 
animal interactions with power equipment and are even credited as fundamental in bringing the 
peregrine falcon back from the brink of extinction. These solutions are protecting communities, 
economies and ecosystems in XXX countries around the world.  

Under this new partnership, Tice & Associates will help bring these proven Kaddas products to 
communities throughout Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Tennessee, and 
the Florida panhandle. As two certified WOB in the predominantly male-dominated electrical 
power industry, this partnership also bolsters minority-run businesses everywhere and 
strengthens Tice & Associates's ability to help communities invest in solutions that bolster 
quality of life. 

“In all our relationships, we look for partners who can help us create the impact we know power 
companies need while also exemplifying the best business practices in a way that mirrors our 
own commitment to the highest standards,” said Terri Tice, President and CEO of Tice & 
Associates. “Kaddas Enterprises is a perfect fit to this in every way and will enable us to better 
support areas throughout the Southeast by protecting homes, habitats and infrastructure.” 



For more information on Kaddas’ Enterprises solutions in this area, contact Jimmy Zapata at 
jimmyz@kaddas.com. To see more about Kaddas’ thermoform products, visit 
https://www.kaddas.com/.  

### 

About Kaddas Enterprises Inc.® 

Since 1966, Kaddas Enterprises has been a leader in thermoform plastic manufacturing to 
protect power infrastructure, communities and ecosystems. From its headquarters in Salt Lake 
City, Kaddas Enterprises utilizes high-quality materials and innovative design to develop 
products and solutions for a wide variety of industries, including medical, transportation, and 
utility. Each product is designed to protect infrastructure and preserve animal life by preventing 
animal-caused power outages and the economic and animal loss they bring. Kaddas 
Enterprises also manufactures polymer solutions to provide the aviation industry with PMA parts 
of unsurpassed quality and reliability while allowing customers the ability to enjoy the reduced 
cost of ownership. Kaddas is a graduate of the Goldman Sachs 10,000 Small Businesses 
program and has been providing full-service engineering from consultation and drafting through 
to prototype creation and final production, while maintaining its dedication to sustainable 
business practices for 50 years. For more information about Kaddas Enterprises, visit 
Kaddas.com. 

 

 

 

 


